Rising Sea Level Threatens Coastal Restoration, New Orleans Levees
by Mark Schleifstein
Aug. 27, 2015 – Even as Louisiana embarks on a multi-billion-dollar program to begin rebuilding its coast, evidence continues to mount that new coastal land will have to contend with a more rapid rise in sea level than projected in present state plans.
NASA officials Wednesday said the present rate of worldwide sea level rise has reached 3 millimeters a year (0.13 inch/year) and is increasing, the result of global warming.  That compares to 1.7 millimeters a year for the entire 20th Century and 1.8 millimeters between 1961 to 2003, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
NASA's scientists studying sea level change say that means an increase of at least 3 feet in sea level, though they are not certain whether that level will be reached within 100 years or longer. 
Such dire predictions raise concerns about the ability of restoration projects in the Louisiana's coastal Master Plan to survive the rising water.  They also challenge the ability of New Orleans area levees, and new levees being built elsewhere in the state, to keep up with future water heights.
"As little as 3 feet becomes quite problematic, not only for holding out hope to maintain the roads to Port Fourchon and Grand Isle, but also to the broader array of protection and restoration efforts in the state plan," said Don Boesch, president of the University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science and a New Orleans native. 
It's not just a Louisiana problem.  Boesch said sea level rise projections produced by him and other scientists for Maryland, New Jersey and North Carolina predict a possible 4 or 5 feet rise by the end of the century.
Why Seas Are Rising
Scientists say an increase in "greenhouse" gases that trap heat in the atmosphere, including CO2 and methane compounds, have been causing atmospheric temperatures to rise since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in the mid-1700s.
Today, heat in the atmosphere is being stored mostly in the ocean, where it causes water molecules to swell, resulting in 1/3 of the sea level rise increase, scientists say.
Ice sheets on Greenland and Antarctica are melting at unprecedented rates, accounting for another 1/3 of the rise, said Eric Rignot, a scientist studying glaciers.  He is with the University of California, Irvine and NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California.
He said the Greenland sheet's ice loss is exacerbated by the calving of huge icebergs along its edges, which float away from the island's coast and melt in the Atlantic Ocean.
Warmer water also heats the sheets in both Greenland and the West Antarctic from beneath, with the water being added to the ocean's mass.
Glaciers around the world also are retreating due to melting.  Their additional water added to the seas represents the last 1/3 of the increase, the scientists said.
"Given what we know now about how the ocean expands as it warms, and how ice sheets and glaciers are adding water to the seas, it's pretty certain we are locked into at least 3 feet of sea level rise, and probably more," said Steve Nerem of the University of Colorado, Boulder, and lead of NASA's Sea Level Change Team.  "But we don't know whether it will happen within a century or somewhat longer."
A recent scientific paper by 17 world climate researchers, led by former NASA and present Columbia University climatologist James Hansen, paints an even more alarming picture.  Even if the rate of warming is halted at 2°C (the present target set by the Framework Convention on Climate Change), it will result in a 10-foot global rise in sea level - in as little as 50 years.
"My conclusion, based on the total information available, is that continued high emissions would result in multi-meter sea level rise this century, and lock in continued ice sheet disintegration, such that building cities or rebuilding cities on coast lines would become foolish," Hansen said in his own web blog in July, following publication of the paper.
Louisiana's Plan Falls Short
Boesch said the higher projections for sea level rise in Louisiana, through the 50 years of the state's Master Plan for coastal restoration, is not likely to change, even if dramatic reductions are made in greenhouse gas emissions in coming decades.
That's important for the state's politicians to recognize, as they deal with demands, like those of President Barack Obama, for the state's industries to reduce emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases, he said.  But he said reductions in emissions over the next 30 years "will determine whether New Orleans is inhabitable during the 22nd Century."
He added: "Louisiana has a huge stake in limiting global warming, at the same time it is economically reliant on continuing to burn fossil fuel," he said.  "From my experience, dismissing that political reality is resulting in a lack of sympathy for Louisiana's plight among progressive thought leaders."
On Wednesday, Gov. Bobby Jindal sent a letter to Obama urging him to drop comments about climate change from any speeches he gives during a Katrina anniversary event in New Orleans.
"There is a time and a place for politics, but this is not it," Jindal said.
"It is therefore with disappointment that I read of the White House's plans to make this visit part of a tour for your climate change agenda.  Although I understand that your emphasis in New Orleans will – rightly – be on economic development, the temptation to stray into climate change politics should be resisted," Jindal wrote.
Jindal pointed to the state's coastal Master Plan and other hurricane protection programs, as proof that the state is on the right track in the aftermath of Katrina.
However, Erika Spanger-Siegfried, a climate analyst with the Union of Concerned Scientists, worries the state Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority "low-balled" sea level rise in its 2012 Master Plan update.  The plan includes only an expected 10-inch rise in sea level by 2062 in its "moderate" scenario, which combines sea level rise and subsidence, and only 17 inches in its "less optimistic” scenario.
She points out that NOAA's moderate global sea level rise projection predicts a 10-inch rise by 2040, and 17 inches by about 2050.
"By 2062, the difference in land lost - between the moderate and less optimistic scenarios - is nearly 1,000 square miles," she said in a recent blog on the group's web site.  "I'm suggesting there are more square miles not accounted for.  All of those square miles matter to people."
State: Plan to Be Updated in 2017
CPRA Executive Director Kyle Graham suggested Spanger-Siegfried's analysis of the 2012 plan missed that the plan was based on the best science available in the year before it was approved.  He said the state expects to update its climate change estimates as part of the plan's 2017 revision, now underway.
"Because portions of the coast are subsiding at a different rates, the coast was partitioned with specific rates applied to each partition," Graham said.  The rates were combined into 2 scenarios.  The moderate scenario included a relative sea level rise of 4 feet, including the effect of sea level increase and soil subsidence.
The more extreme scenario included a relative sea level rise of 5.6 feet, again accounting for sea level and soil subsidence. 
But even the state's most extreme scenario is about half the sea level rise NASA estimated Wednesday, and well short of Hansen's more gloomy prediction.
Graham pointed out the agency used scientists from around the globe to inform its approach.  He said the same will be done for the 2017 update.
Scientists: Sea Level Outpacing Some Levees
Another recent peer-reviewed study warns that climate change-driven sea level rise already may be outpacing the design lives of 2 major hurricane storm surge reduction structures in metro New Orleans: the Lake Borgne surge barrier, at the confluence of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and the closed Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet, and the West Closure Complex on the West Bank, a half mile south of the confluence of the Harvey and Algiers canals, on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway.   
The paper, which compares climate change issues facing projects in Egypt's Nile Delta, New York City and Louisiana, was published in the July 15 online edition of the Journal of Marine Science and Engineering.  It was co-authored by U.S. Geological Survey geologist Jeffress Williams, who co-authored a 1989 atlas of the state's eroding barrier islands; it has served as a template for the state's island restoration program.
The study said the Army Corps of Engineers, which built the 2 Louisiana projects, and state officials should use projections of between 0.5 and 2 meters, or 6.6 feet, of sea level rise by 2100, in addition to local subsidence and other factors.
The 1.8 mile-long Lake Borgne Hurricane Surge Barrier, which rises to 26 feet above sea level, is designed to be overtopped by storm surges created by a hurricane with a 1% chance of occurring, a so-called 100-year storm.  The overtopping water would be stored inside the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and the Industrial Canal in New Orleans.
The report pointed out, however, that the design of the Lake Borgne barrier included only about a foot of height to compensate for sea level rise over its 50-year project life.  It suggested the proper height of the structure should have been about 10 meters, or 39 feet, above sea level.
"Given the magnitude of the ... project, the significance of the urban area that is being protected, the global sea level predicted by 2100, and the substantial subsidence that has been observed in parts of southern Louisiana, one might question why a more conservative design height was not selected that would minimize the effects of a 500-year event, over a design lifetime reaching until 2100," the study said.
A 500-year storm is one with a 0.2% chance of occurring in any given year.
Concerns about the West Closure Complex, raised by the paper, also focused on when the structure would be overtopped by surges from a 500-year storm.  When that happens, the water will be added to water collected behind the complex that will have to be pumped out towards the Gulf of Mexico, where the surge originates, the study said.  There's also a concern that the pump station might lose power.
In a statement addressing the paper's concerns about the levee system, the New Orleans District office of the Corps said it "leveraged the latest science to incorporate relative sea-level rise into the design" of the region's structures, including the surge barrier, when the design was completed in 2007.
"As the science of forecasted and observed sea-level rise continues to grow, the Corps will incorporate the new information into our assessments of what engineered measures could be undertaken to account for any change in conditions," the statement said.
For the surge barrier, the Corps statement said, that could include adding breakwaters in front or adding elevation to the existing wall parapets.
The Williams paper also criticized the state Master Plan, as inadequately addressing both sea level rise and subsidence, saying the state should include between 1.6 feet and 3.3 feet of sea level rise and subsidence into its restoration calculations over the plan's 1st 50 years.  Williams also said the state should include 9.8 feet of sea level rise and subsidence into plans over 100 years.
Local Officials Watching Debate
The debate over sea level rise rates also is being watched by local officials, said Jeff Hebert, chief resilience officer for the the city of New Orleans.  He said the upgraded levee system helps, but projects designed for future decades must include “redundancy.”  "The bigger picture is we live, are living, and will continue to live in a wet environment.  We have to continue to adapt to an increasingly wet environment," he said.
He said the city is considering "multiple lines of defense" within the city, including its drainage pumping system, water system, so-called "rain gardens" to retain water, and other options.  He also said individuals "have a responsibility to manage water at their house and at their business, and that's part of the multiple line of defense strategy as well."
Cedric Grant, director of the New Orleans Sewerage & Water Board, said the city is seriously reviewing how to treat neighborhoods like "polders," a term coined by Dutch engineers to describe methods of turning smaller sections of cities into self-sustaining flood protection zones.
That could require major changes in the city's drainage and sewer systems, however, to assure each neighborhood is water-tight.  "Most people think it's a good idea, but it's extremely expensive, and not yet conceptually engineered," Grant said.
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